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Military College Murree
Upper Topa, Murree Hills

MISSION
To educate and groom the student mentally, morally and physically with
the view to nurture their requisite leadership qualities acting as feeder
institution to Pakistan Military Academy
VISION
To create an environment where mental, moral and physical strengths of
cadets are channelized towards leadership

God has given us a good opportunity to show
our worth as architects of a new state let it
not be said that we did not prove equal to the
task

CORE VALUES
Honour, Integrity, Respect, Compassion, Judiciousness, Optimism, Pride
and Patriotism
MOTTO

Muhammad Ali Jinnah

Character, Courage and Commitment

COMMANDANT'S MESSAGE
I took over the command of Military College Murree (MCM) in November 2018
with an aim to transform the college as the best institution imbedded with Military
culture and groom the cadets personalties enriched with Character, Courage
and Commitment.
The present educational institutions are no more run-of-the-mill. New means of
learning beyond the text and the four walls of the class room have become the
basic necessity. Young minds are a great source of energy for the nation. They
cannot be left to rot with conditioned learning, rather we need to tune them to
observations and encourage them to have a courageous heart for innovation.
A wholesome academic background and a composed grooming is the key to
develop a well-rounded personality. Military College Murree selects cadets from all sections of society with a vision to promote national integration
and cohesion. The College is serving as the centre of excellence with a mission to feed Pakistan Military Academy with well-groomed future leaders
and it is no doubt promising to the College that it has won respect and appreciation from all quarters. We are here to train the fresh minds and
energetic bodies to serve the country through Pak Army and many other respectable professions. The task is truly arduous but owing to our resolve
and commitment, we claim that the journey we have undertaken a decade back has begun yielding fruitful results. Our alumni have left no stone
unturned in performing their best at Pakistan Military academy by winning the magniﬁcent Sword of Honour and President's Gold Medal, thus setting
an unprecedented record in the history of the PMA. Numbers of our cadets are under training in foreign military academies. The College has also
been securing top positions in the Board exams besides excelling in various national and international competitions.
We are committed to the cause of nation building. All possible arrangements are being made at the college to foster the required attributes in our
cadets to make them worthy of selection in the Army and other revered professions. We also feel pride in all the training facilities offered at the College
where a state of the art Academic Block is established which fulﬁlls all the requirements of a modern day school. Besides this Kayani Auditorium
provides a considerable space for Co-Curricular activities which are important in nourishing the conﬁdence level of cadets.
We bow in humility before Allah Almighty who has guided us to these landmark achievements. May Allah give us strength to continue playing
our role and enlightening young generations of Pakistan in the days to come.
www.mcm.edu.pk
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INTRODUCTION
Military College Murree (MCM) was inaugurated by Chief of Army Staff,
st

General Ashfaq Parvez Kayani, NI(M), HI, on 1 Sep 2008. MCM is entrusted to
educate and groom the students for leadership role in all spheres of life. Since its
establishment, earnest efforts have been made at all tiers to make MCM a dynamic
educational entity and an institution par excellence. The College is structred for 450
students from class VIII to XII. It has a quality campus with academic and sports
infrastructure/ facilities. The students of MCM are known as “Himalians”, with a motto
CHARACTER, COURAGE AND COMMITMENT .
Location

Murree is located at the foothills of the Himalayas at the height of 7000

feet at a distance of 60 km from Islamabad. It is connected with Islamabad through
Murree Expressway in addition to the old Murree Road. MCM is located at upper Topa
(near Jhika Gali at the junction of Murree-Muzaffarabad and Murree-Islamabad Roads
at a distance of ﬁve kilometers from the Mall Road Murree. The campus is thickly
2

forested with pine trees and is spread over an area of approximately 3.5 km . It hosts
diverse wildlife and retains natural beauty. The climate is pleasant which becomes
slightly warm in peak summers and chilly in winters with snow from December to
February.
Scope
Ÿ

To provide sound education from classes VIII to XII at subsidized rates to the wards of
serving as well as retired / released Army personnel and civilians

Ÿ

To act as a feeder institution to prepare boys for commissioned ranks in the Defence
Forces of Pakistan

Ÿ

To impart education ensuring character building and training of the students to make
them useful and proliﬁc members of the society at large
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STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONING
College is functioning under the auspices of Human Resource Development Directorate of Inspector General Training and Evaluation Branch, GHQ.
The College is headed by a Commandant and is organized into Academic and Administrative Wings. The Academic Wing is headed by Dy
Commandant / Chief Instructor who is assisted by heads of departments and a rich faculty. The Administrative Wing is headed by a separate ofﬁce.
Training Branch The Academic Branch is headed Dy Comdt/CI Col Dr Shahid Bashir assisted by Senior Instructor, Group Heads, Head of
Departments GSO-II (Edn/Trg/Exam), Adjt and Instructors. The Academic Branch is aimed at achieving desired results and giving sound academic
grounds to cadets through a systematic academic management system. It is responsible for various tasks which includes taking exams, training
cadre, discipline and over all personality grooming of cadets.
AQ Branch The Adm branch is headed by AA&QMG Lt Col Umer Hayat, NLI aided by a number of Staff Offrs. It is responsible for overall security and
general administration of college. AQ is assisted by a DQ, RMO and JCOs.
Coord/Induction Branch Coord/Induction Branch is headed by GSO-II Maj Zillay Hussain Dar, AEC. The tasks of Coord/Induction Branch include
conducting exams of new entries and selection of cadets.
www.mcm.edu.pk
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THE TEAM
ADMINISTRATION
Commandant Brig Arshad Mahmood
Deputy Commandant & Chief Instructor Col Dr. Shahid Bashir
Group Head Science / Senior Instructor Lt Col Muhammad Khalid, TI(M), AEC
AA&QMG Lt Col Umer Hayat, NLI
Group Head Science Lt Col Khalid
Group Head Arts Lt Col Atiq Ullah Khan, AEC
GSO - II (Coord) Maj Zillay Hussain, AEC
GSO - II (Training) Maj Shamim Ahmad, AEC
Project Ofﬁcer Maj Waseem, Armour
DAA&QMG Maj Waqas Baig, AK
College Adjutant Capt Anees Ahmed Shah, NLI
Medical Ofﬁcer Maj Uzair Hassan, AMC
GSO - III (Training) Capt Babar Shahab, AEC
DEPARTMENTS
English
Faculty of Arts

Urdu

Lt Col Atiq Ullah Khan

Maj Shahbaz Anjum (HOD)

Maj Zillay Hussain Dar (HOD)

Maj Muhammad Irfan (HOD)

Maj Habib Ur Rehman

Capt Hafsa Khatoon

Maj Asad Amin

Lec Sana Ullah Malik

Lec Syed Assad Ali

Lec Waqas Ahmad

Physics
Faculty of Science
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Islamiat

Chemistry

Computer Science

Mathematics

Maj Saleem Javaid (HOD) Capt Taooz Javed (HOD)

Lt Col Muhammad Khalid

Maj Ammar Zia (HOD)

Maj Farid Ul Haq (HOD)

Maj Muhammad Tauseef Shafqat Maj Muhammad Saeed

Capt Maqbool Hussain

Capt Muhammad Faizan

Capt Shahzad Arif

Lec Zain Akram

Lec Waseem Shahzad

Lec Abdul Rasheed

Military College Murree

Capt Waqas Sattar
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Pak Studies
Maj Arshad Rehman

Biology
Capt Babar Shahab
Lec Zeeshan Ali

COLLEGE COUNCILS
College Academic Council. The College Academic Council comprises senior staff
members, headed by Commandant. It is primarily responsible for setting general
parameters pertaining to educational matters and formulating plans for their
implementation. The council also directs research and development projects and
oversees guidance and counseling. The council is responsible for conducting
Epaulette Dolling Ceremony in which deserving students are given different
appointments which are decided in Conference. The council also gives away different
awards and medals to high achievers in academics and sports.
Cadet Council. An organization always works effectively if every element is inter
linked. MCM Commandant Brigadier Arshad Mehmood devised a method of getting
feedback from every body through formation of Cadet Council. Cadet Council at MCM
provides a platform for encouraging/promoting leadership qualities in the Cadets. It is
organized and conducted by Cadets and supervised by adults. The Council guides
the formation, review and improvement of the existing system through a collaborative
effort. It is comprehensive in scope, proactive in design and developmental in nature
to improve the system. It reﬂects an all-encompassing approach for improvement of
the training regime. The aim of forming Cadet Council is to facilitate Cadets'
personality development by incorporating their feedback in the decision making
process for the authorities. The cadets enthusiastically participate in the meeting and
give their input about various aspects of the College matters along with their
suggestion and recommendations. It is heartening to see that the Cadets hotly
contest for their points and display highest sense of conﬁdence while vociferously
conveying their recommendations and observations. Cadet Council has improved
coordination and understanding amongst the administration, the Faculty and the
Cadets. Although it is a new concept to be devised at an institution which is sponsored
by the Pakistan Army but this has also removed many hurdles towards creating a
better, healthier and more enviable system at MCM.
www.mcm.edu.pk
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COLLEGE FACILITIES
Academic Block. MCM has a state of the art Academic Block which comprises
20 class rooms, Senior Instructor's Ofﬁce, a spacious staff room and a GSO-III
ofﬁce. The Academic Block is provided with all the facilities of a modern day
school.
Kayani Auditorium. A series of co-curricular activities are held at the college
throughout the year in Kayani Auditorium which has a seating capacity of 600
people. These activities help students improve and reﬁne their social skills,
broaden their mental horizon and widen their breadth of a general outlook. The
Literary Society established at the college called Bazm-e-Adab provides a forum
where students express their literary talent and an opportunity is afforded to them
to excel in this ﬁeld. There is a lot of emphasis on development of the Public
Speaking skills by providing ample opportunities to the students for realizing their
potential to the fullest.
Science Labs. MCM has four Science Labs (Biology, Chemistry, Computer and
Physics) which remain functional throughout the year to inculcate practical
knowledge of respective science subjects. All the labs are equipped with high
standard equipment to meet the educational standards in vogue.
Language Lab. In addition to Science Labs MCM is furnished with an Advance
Language Lab which uses Audio-Visual aids to focus on the language learning
skills of the students. Listening and speaking skills are taught at all the levels to all
classes at MCM.
Mosque. The College Mosque plays a vital role in spiritual upbringing of the
young students. The Maghrib Prayer is compulsory for every student while in the
Holy month of Ramadan Taraveeh is also offered which is led by a Haﬁz Student
and a Khateeb. To nurture the spiritual growth of the students an elaborate
Jumma Sermon is penned down and approved by Commandant to be delivered
in every week in College Mosque.
6
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Boarding Houses. Students are distributed into six boarding Houses. Each House is supervised by a House Master who is assisted by House
Ofﬁcers. Houses at MCM are named after martyrs i.e. Sarwar House, Tufail House, Lalak House, Mehfooz House, Aziz Bhatti House and Sher Khan
House. The houses have four beautiful messes for dining purposes in which one mess is for junior Houses and rest are for Senior Houses.
Sarwar House. A positive sense of competition among the cadets can be inculcated if

Mehfooz House.The House is named after another brave son of soil Lance Naik

there is enough number of Houses. Previously there used to be only one House for the

Muhammad Mehfooz (Shaheed), Nishan-e-Haider who embraced martyrdom in 1970

junior most entry which would accommodate 90 Cadets simultaneously. It was felt that

War. The motto of the House is, “NEVER GIVE IN”. Mehfooz . Its students strive hard to

the Cadets had to be fetched against one another to compete in different contests.

lead from the front in all academic, co-curricular and extra-curricular activities.

These competitions lacked that peculiar spirit, enthusiasm and zest of participation

Sher Khan House. Sher Khan House is named after the Kargil War hero Captain Kernal

which are hallmark of the Himalians. There used to be ve Houses in the College. One

Sher Khan (Shaheed), Nishan-e-Haider. The House motto is “DEATH BEFORE

more House has been added for the JuniorCadets of Class 8th which has been named

DISHONOUR”. The students of this House are true epitome of honour, integrity, self-

after Captain Sarwar Shaheed (NH).

discipline and courage. The cadets of Sher Khan house are also known as “Sher” of

Tufail House. Tufail House is the only junior House named after Maj Muhammad Tufail

Military College Murree due to their ability to turn the table in different college

Shaheed, NH. It inculcates the spirit of “I CAN, I WILL”. Being the only junior House till

competitions.

2019, Tufail House serves as leadership cadre of future leaders. Cadets of very young

Lalak House. The Cadets of this House pursue their aims keeping the motto of their

age are inducted in class 8th and a team of very competent ofcers looks after and

House, “COURAGE IS ALL” in mind. They yearned to show some robust grit and merit

groom these cadets. Every House Ofcer contributes towards the well being and

coupled with ery are and amboyance. For the feats they have achieved they

overall personality uplift of young cadets. The cadets of Tufail House are an

struggled hard and proved an indomitable adversary to most of their competitors. They

embodiment of commitment, motivation and determination.

set their dominance by team effort and some individual dexterity which proved quite

Aziz Bhatti House. Aziz Bhatti House derives its name from the illustrious hero of 1965
war, Major Raja Aziz Bhatti (Shaheed), Nishan-e-Haider the Motto of the House is,

helpful to them. The cadets of Lalak House have unwavering faith in their house ofcers
who are no less than a beacon of light for their students.

“HONOUR FIRST” the motto serves as beacon of light for the cadets of the House. ABH
has an inherent promising air and proved their mettle in all competitions .

www.mcm.edu.pk
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Messes. Messes play a vital role in military culture. Commandant MCM has taken substantial
measures to renovate and upgrade the messes. Mannerism and etiquettes are the reﬂections of
an institution. The students of every institution are recognized on the basis of these
characteristics. Military culture also encourages a proper system of etiquettes to be followed on
and off duties. To improve their eating habits, manners and etiquettes, Ofﬁcers are tasked to
devise methods

which inculcate these manners in the Cadets. Special charts regarding

manners in the mess are displayed in the mess lobbies. Proper SOP is devised in writing and
displayed at every Mess in the College. The Ofﬁcers pay individual attention to the Cadets in
order to develop their social and mess manners. The faculty has taken it upon itself to ensure
that absolute discipline is maintained when the Cadets are inside the Mess. Now it is a general
practice that the duty Ofﬁcers are present in the Cadet Messes to ensure that Cadets develop
their social and mess manners.

8
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Ante Rooms. Each House has an adjoined ante room which serves as
recreational room for student during leisure time. The ante rooms are provided
with different indoor games, LED TV and Sound System for the entertainment
of cadets. Besides these ante rooms are used for social nights and to prepare
for various competitions at Inter House level.

Games like Table Tennis,

Snooker/Billiard, Chess and Carom Board serve the purpose of entertainment
and joy amidst the hectic routine of MCM.

Library. The College has a library stocked with a variety of books on different
subjects. The books have been carefully and wisely selected to meet the
requirements of the students and to create in them love for literature and
learning. Periodic visits to this treasure house of wisdom make the students
explore the realms of knowledge and develop the feeling of belonging to the
whole of mankind.

College Hospital. The College has a well-equipped 12-bed hospital. An RMO,
a civil medical ofﬁcer and four nursing staff are available to provide medical
care to the cadets. The cases requiring investigation are referred to the CMH
(Murree/ Rawalpindi) for advice, if needed the cadets are admitted in the CMH,
for treatment.

Amenities. The amenities block has a cafeteria, a barber shop, a cobbler
shop, a tailor shop and a post ofﬁce to facilitate the daily needs of student’s life.
www.mcm.edu.pk
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FUNDAMENTAL PARADIGMS
College Emblem. The importance of an emblem is that it gives your

College Flag. Every institution has its own culture and history that leaves

institution an identity, makes an institution stand out and provides it

an indelible mark on its alumni. It is natural for them to be proud of that

future binding force. It is the building block of all the activities that an

history and their connection to it. There are plenty of times when it is

institution undertakes visually. It must be kept in mind that it does not

appropriate to show that pride to the world. Many old veterans choose to

sell, it rather directly identiﬁes. It is the positive ﬁrst impression that an

wear their Alma Mater's colours on special events or wear some shirt

institution has on the people. Once it becomes part of the tradition and

embroidered with the mascot. This ﬂag is always a unifying symbol which

history, it gives ubiquity to the experience of being alumni of a particular

has deeper association with the purpose and aim of the institution.

institution, it is a great power unraveled, it is a deep memory unlocked

MCM is basically a feeder institution to Pakistan Military Academy

and it is an experience, a feeling and an association. College emblems

and as such there was a dire need to devise a ﬂag which could reﬂect

have a strong symbolic association. The new emblem of MCM has been

association with Pakistan Army. The Himalians are always geared up to

designed by taking all these aspects into consideration. This emblem

join Pakistan Army. It was this desire which inspired linking up College

signiﬁes the role of education which it plays in the life of our Cadets. It is

ﬂag with Pak Army. Consequently the colour of the College ﬂag which

the power of knowledge that makes the Himalians stand out amongst

used to be “Red”, has been changed to “Green” which is the ofﬁcial

the alumni of the contemporary academic institutions. MCM emblem

colour of Pakistan Army.

displays that the actual strength of our Cadets is inherent in possession
of Character, Courage and Commitment.

10
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College Anthem. College Anthem is written by Maj
Ubaid Ullah Khawar Niazi, AEC. It was presented for
the ﬁrst time on the tunes of bands on the eve of 4

th

Parents Day on 7 Nov 2013.

College Motto.

A motto reveals a lot about the ethos and culture of

an institution. It is also a crucial part of how an institution appears to
outsiders and is a big source of inspiration for the students. It also
encourages association amongst the students and with the institution. A
unifying motto gives students, teachers and alumni of the same institution
something that binds them together. These mottos have the power to
capture the attention of the aspirant candidates. There was also a deeper
realization about the selection of a College motto at MCM which will tie the
Cadets of this institution into a single knot. It was understood that in an
ever-changing life landscape, it is important to keep tradition alive. These
were the factors attracted the attention of the College authorities and the
College motto was selected after a long deliberation and discussion. Now
CHARACTER, COURAGE AND COMMITMENT will adorn every nook
and corner of the College. This will become the hallmark of the Himalians.

www.mcm.edu.pk
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House Flag /Mottos. The House system provides a vehicle
and a focus for the Himalians. It inculcates in them an
additional sense of belonging to the larger population of the
College. It also gives them opportunities to promote their
leadership skills and ﬁnd or become mentors for others. The
co/extracurricular activities are thus participated by the Cadets
on the basis of their House afﬁliations which produces in them
team spirit and positive sense of competition. Cadets and
Ofﬁcers belong to one of six Houses. This year Commandant
has taken keen interest that the House mottos, insignia and
colour are selected, redeveloped and displayed. A lot of
creative effort has gone behind suggesting these. These will
now represent the Houses and their afﬁliated Cadets.

Who Dares, Wins
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I Can, I Will

Never Give in

Death before Dishonour

Courage is All
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TRAINING AT MCM
Military College Murree is aimed at providing sound education from Class VIII to XII at subsidized rates to the wards of serving as well as
retired/released army personnel and civilians. Pakistan Army has raised this institution to act as a feeder institution for preparing boys to get
commissioned in the Defense Forces of Pakistan. Military College Murree imparts quality education and ensures character building and training of
the students to make them useful and responsible members of society at large. The training is augmented by following parameters:-

TRAINING PARAMETERS
Academics. To achieve desired results and give sound academic ground to cadets, a systematic academic management system needs to be in
place. Apart from regular classes, course coverage classes, weak cadet classes, compulsory
preparation (Preps), Terminal exams, summer vacation assignments for all subjects and intensive
testing and evaluation are conducted at MCM.
Instructional Activities. An elaborate system of academic guidance is built within the overall academic
training at MCM. Efﬁcacy of the system is reﬂected in remarkable performance of the cadets in the
Board Examinations. The paradigm of the academic guidance rests on regular classes, extra coaching
classes for weak students and time-tested academic evaluation system. MCM is afﬁliated with Federal
Board and offers intermediate level education in pre-medical, pre-engineering and computer sciences.
Co-Curricular Activities. Besides performing in academics the Cadets are exposed to co-curricular
activities to showcase their talent which will enhance their learning experience. These co-curricular activities are not mere activities but they decide
individual and overall House performance as well since they serve the purpose of healthy competition amongst Cadets and Houses simultaneously.
Following co-curricular activities at MCM aid to the learning experience of cadets:· Morning Assembly

·

Motivational Videos and Electronic Talks

· Commandant/Deputy Commandants' Address

·

Talks by Guest Speakers

· Literary Session ( Once in a month)

·

Inter-House English/Urdu Debate/Declamation Competition

· All Pakistan Debate/Declamation Competition

·

Group Discussion English and Urdu

· Essay/Story Writing ( English/Urdu)

·

General Knowledge Test

· Inter-House Qirat and Naat Competition
www.mcm.edu.pk
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Physical Training. A person who is ﬁt is capable of living life to its fullest extent. Physical and mental ﬁtness play very important role in our lives and
people who are both, physically and mentally ﬁt are less prone to smaller injures as well. Physical ﬁtness and agility play a very important role in a
cadets life at MCM. Therefore, to keep cadets physically ﬁt and robust morning PET has been mandatory at MCM.
Direct Physical Fitness Activities. Direct physical ﬁtness activities are regularly conducted in MCM. The main purpose of these activities is to
improve the physical ﬁtness and enhance the stamina of cadets. While conducting these activities the concentration is on following exercises.
Running

Muscular Exercises

Indirect Physical Fitness Activities. There is another mode of physical ﬁtness which is indirect physical ﬁtness activities. There are number of
sports which provide indirect physical ﬁtness activities. It is a known fact that a healthy body has healthy mind to act and react in a logical manner.
Sound physical development among cadet’s is ensured through games like Football, Volleyball, Basketball Badminton, Squash.

14
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Leadership Training
Personality Development. Education without character building does not yield desired results. At MCM, we try to develop personality proﬁle of our
Cadets on positive lines. Human beings follow role models and it is truer in the case of children. Persuasion, motivation and inspiration produce
results. Under these guiding principles, a comprehensive programme based on our traditions, religious and social norms, as well as on universal
values, is adopted to inculcate in Cadets the virtues like Compassion, Courage,
Responsibility, Honesty, Tolerance, Citizenship and Integrity.
Communication Skills. Oratory is an art and is considered part and parcel of military
culture. Special group discussion classes are organized to enhance the communication
skills of the cadets. Public speaking is one of the most important forms of communications. It
has an enormous impact on the career path and level of success in life. That's why MCM
greatly emphasizes on instilling communications in its cadets.
Leadership Cadre. Leadership Cadre is conducted every year to increase the physical
and mental stamina of the cadets in view of their appearance in ISSB. The ultimate objective of this Cadre is to provide the Cadets sufﬁcient practice
and multi-directional grooming so that they perform well at ISSB to achieve the ultimate goal. A separate plan for ISSB cadre is tailored as per training
environment/dynamics of MCM. In ISSB cadre, the main focus is given on following parameters of ISSB:
·

Preparation of Initial Test

·

Intelligence Test

·

Group Discussion

·

GTO Tasks

www.mcm.edu.pk

·
·

Subject Based Test

·

Psychological Tests

Interview of Cadets with Psychologist

Military College Murree
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PROCESSES, MECHANISM AND EVENTS
A comprehensive training programme encompassing all activities is implemented to achieve the objectives. Different processes
and mechanisms are devised to implement training plans. Training outcomes are exhibited in the form of different celebrated
Daily Schedule
Daily schedule is drawn up with a view to making optimum utilization of time. It begins with Physical Training (PT) under the
supervision of Adjutant and PTIs. Cadets consume their breakfast in their respective Messes and go for morning assembly.
There are seven lessons a day and this extends from 0800 hrs to 1330 hrs except on Friday and Saturday. In the after
noon Cadets go to games supervised by College Faculty, adjt, sports coaches and PTIs. On Friday, Cadets go to
different clubs of their choice and aptitude. Cadets go to mosque to offer Mughrab Prayer. In the evening, cadets
attend two hours survised Prep in their respective Houses. The daily programme aims to ensure that
adequate time is provided for the development of all facets of a Cadets personality and abilities. As such
equal stress is laid on the academics as well as intellectual, physical and character building activities.
ics. This inculcates in the Cadets the habit of clear and purposeful thinking and orderly presentation.
Morning Assembly
Every Monday cadets host and conduct morning assembly in Kayani Auditorium. The purpose of
morning assembly is to give chance to every single Cadet to deliver a speech at least one time in
every academic year. To enable the cadets to improve their public speaking skills, every class is
given discussion topics. This inculcates in the Cadets the habit of clear and purposeful thinking
and orderly presentation.

16
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Biology Club
The members of this club participate in the club activities whole heartedly and worked
with full zeal and zest to present a magniﬁcent display on annual Parents Day. The
creative milieu of this club spread across a variety of projects.
Chemistry Club
MCM Chemistry Club is one of the major clubs at the College. It vehemently continues
its traditions of creating awareness about chemistry, inquisitiveness and the scientiﬁc
thinking in the cadets. It is due to the fact that theoretical learning of chemistry
subjects demands practical application of the gained knowledge.
Computer Club
The aim of this club is to develop projects as per the daily needs of the College. The
members of the club are full of talent and creativity when it comes to devising new
projects. The main focus is to put the real life into the complex programme of
computer.
Physics Club
The Physics Club provides an opportunity to the cadets to acquaint themselves with
the innovative technology and development of miraculous projects of Physics. The
educative importance and value of the club is manifold as it highlights the
practicability and universality of principles and laws of Physics to the member Cadets.
Fine Arts Club
Our Cadets are also skilled at using brush on the canvas. The Fine Arts club is a forum
which provides the Cadets with an opportunity to put colours into various shapes. The
club takes many times Cadets on its role who are completely novice to the art of
painting and turns them into amateur artists.
Horse Riding Club
Riding is very much part of the Military College Murree tradition, and our eight horses
and ponies are greatly loved members of the community. The stable-block lies outside
the college at Gharyal Camp and this riding club supervised by OIC from MCM. In the
lap of beautiful Murree Hills, cadets who have never ridden before can safely learn to
do so, while those with experience can improve their skills under expert supervision.
www.mcm.edu.pk
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Cadet Appointments
Appointments are extension of College Administration. One takes pride being an
Appointment holder. By giving Appointments to the Cadets, they are taught sense
of responsibility, commitment and leadership. They are role models for their
juniors. They play an important role in developing the personalities of junior Cadets
and in their grooming. At MCM we have appointments at College and House level
as well.

College Appointments

College Prefect

President Literary Society

Secretary Literary Society

College Sports Secretary

House Appointments

Assistant House Prefects

House Prefects

Mess Secretaries

18

Sports Secretaries
Military College Murree

Social Secretaries
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Dressing/College Uniform 
It is important that one dresses appropriate for the occasion. Army in general and at MCM gives a lot of attention to develop a dressing sense in
Cadets. Getting proper haircut and wearing neat and clean dress is ensure at MCM. College uniform is worn during classes and House preps while
Sleeping Suit is worn after lights out timings. Detail of college uniform in different seasons is given below:Summer
(1) Trouser Samrina (Grey Colour)
( 2)White Shirt
( 3)C
 ollege Tie
( 4)Socks (Black)
( 5)Oxford Shoes (Black)

Winter
(1) College Blazer (Blue)
( 2)Jersey (Blue)
( 3)Trousers Worsted (Steel Grey)
( 4)White Shirt
(5)Socks (Black)
( 6)Oxford Shoes (Black)

www.mcm.edu.pk

Sports Kit
(1) College Tracksuit /Shorts
(2) House T-Shirt
(3) White Socks
(4) Joggers White

Military College Murree

Prayer Dress
(1) White Shalwar Kameez
(2) Prayer Cap (White)
(3) Peshawri Chappals (Black)
(4) College Jersey / Blazer (in winters)
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Social Nights/Dinner Nights
Social nights used to be observed in the past, however, those were not regular part of the routine. When Brig Arshad Mahmood took over the
command of the College, he issued special directions that social nights must be regularly observed with as much participation by the Cadets as
possible in order to let the Cadets interact frankly with the House Ofﬁcers and develop their social skills. Commandant has directed to frequently hold
social nights and dinner nights. Social nights are held each Friday on House level. Dinner nights have also become a regular feature of the College
life. These activities will certainly improve the conﬁdence of the Cadets.
a.

Social night is held once a month on Friday. Dy Comdt & CI, AA&QMG and the senior members of the faculty will be invited as the
chief guest.

b.

All ofﬁcers attend these occasions.

c.

There are social chats of 20-30 minutes before the dinner.

Interior Economy
Houses are prepared during Inter House Interior Economy Competition. Once
Cadets enter the arena their individuality merges into the afﬁliation with
respective Houses. They understand their position will bring laurels for the
House. Everyone from the Cadet to the House Ofﬁcers are then keenly
involved in preparing the Cadets for the extra or co-curricular events. The
House which prepares its horses well in time for these events carries the day.
20
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Competitions
Besides academics, Military College Murree puts a lot of emphasis on the extra and co-curricular activities. It is the innate ability of human beings to
accept challenges open heartedly. The personality of a Cadet cannot be measured by applying the yardstick of his track record in the academics only.
He must have developed an all round personality by the time he bids adieu to MCM. When it comes to his ability to keep himself composed and face
the challenges with a smile on his face, he is asked to participate in the Inter House sports events where he puts his stamina to last for the whole
match, the ability to ﬁght and the forbearance to accept failure in case the team loses any match. When it comes to the ability of facing the audience he
is asked to participate in the Inter House Speech / Debate contests. In nutshell not a niche is left in the personality of the Cadet to be ﬁlled in. nce they
enter the arena their individuality merges into the afﬁliation with respective Houses. They understand their position will bring laurels for the House.
Everyone from the Cadet to the House Ofﬁcers are then keenly involved in preparing the Cadets for the extra or co-curricular events.
The Co-Curricular Competitions (Co-Curricular Trophy)
Inter House English Debate / Declamation Contest

Inter House Urdu Debate / Declamation Contest

Inter House Qiraat And Naat Competition

www.mcm.edu.pk
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Extra Curricular Competitions (Sports Trophy)
Inter House Volley Ball Competition

Inter House Football Tournament

Inter House Basketball Tournament

Inter House Table Tennis Competition

Inter House Cross Country Race

Inter House PET Championship
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Awards and Prizes
In MCM two kinds of medals and prizes are given at individual and the House level detail of which is enlisted
below.
Best Cadet Medal
COAS Medal for the Best Cadet is awarded on the Parents Day.
Academics Medals
Academic Excellence / Position Medals
Academic Excellence awards are bestowed upon the young Himalians who achieve excellence in academics. Cadets who secure 1st . 2nd and 3rd
position in ﬁnal exams are bestowed with position medals. The cadets securing following percentage in ﬁnal exam are awarded medals of
excellence:Medals School Sec on 2019

Section
School
College
Group
Bio Group
Bio Group
Bio Group
Cptr Group
Cptr Group
Cptr Group

C/No
1235
1201
1272
1197
1265
1212

Gold

95% and Above
90 % and above
Posi on Medal SSC - I 2019
Name
Muhammad Abdullah (1st)
Saad Bin Waqas Niazi (2nd)
Zohaib Aziz (3rd)
Muhammad Zeeshan (1st)
Muhammad Saqib (2nd)
Waseem Ullah Khan (3rd)

M. O
510
508
507
497
492
491

Class
VIII
SSC-I
SSC-II

Silver
90-94.99 %
85-89.95%
%
98.08
97.69
97.5
97.45
96.47
96.27

Group
Bio Group
Bio Group
Bio Group
Cptr Group
Cptr Group
Cptr Group

C/No
1167
1146
1105
1133
1098
1112

Gold
27
28
13

Silver
29
19
50

Posi on Medal SSC - II 2019
Name
M. O
Muhammad Shahid Dawood 1061
Usman Aslam
1057
Abdullah Malik
1035
Haseeb Zulﬁqar
1047
Muhmmad Jawad Ejaz
1029
Muhammad Abdullah Javed 1029

%
96.45
96.09
94.09
95.18
93.55
93.27

IGT & E / Commandant Gold Medals
IGT & E Gold Medal securing 1st position in HSSC and Commandant Gold Medal securing 1st position in SSC are awarded on Parents Day.

www.mcm.edu.pk
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Champions Medal /Champions Trophy


In view of its role due emphasis is laid on inculcating a spirit of healthy competition among the Cadets. Every effort is made to promote the

habit of regular hard work among the participants in the whole gamut of academics, co-curricular, extra- curricular and character building activities.
The whole year long efforts are rewarded in the form of Championship Trophy. On the basis of results of academics, co-curricular, extra-curricular and
Interior Economy competitions, a Champion House is decided. All Cadets of Champion House are awarded Champion Medals.

College Colours
The winners of different sports and games are awarded College colours. The Cadets wear these colours on College blazer and take pride in them.
This is a source of inspiration which urges other Cadets to perform well and enthusiastically participate in various physical games. College Colours
include Football Colour, Basketball Colour, Cross Country Colour and PET Colour.

PET

24

CROSS COUNTRY

FOOTBALL
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BASKETBALL

Joint Military Education and Training
Joint Military Education and Training (JMET) is an exchange programme between the cadets of academic institutions working under the three
services i.e. Army, Navy and Air Force and were launched in 2017. The logic behind the exchange programme is to increase mutual understanding
and cooperation between cadets of sister institutions along with broadening the mental horizon. The exchange programme is also expected to beneﬁt
the institution in terms of sharing academic experiences and practices. The ﬁrst exchange took place on 12 May 2017. Detail of cadets is following:-

JMET CADETS WITH OTHER INSTITUTIONS

www.mcm.edu.pk

JMET CADETS WITH MCM
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Parents Day / Prize distribution and Club Exhibition
th

The colourful ceremony of parents day starts with March Past of smartly turned out cadets of MCM. The cadets of 8 class present lively and exciting
PT show which is followed by Gymnastics display and Karate Show. Then Comdt MCM presents the detailed annual report. The ceremony ends with
the prize distribution among individual cadets and Houses for the outstanding performance in various
curricular, co-curricular and extra-curricular activities. A club exhibition is also organized where cadets of
different clubs display their innovative and creative projects. The parents and the guests witness the exhibition
and appreciate the creative efforts of young Himalians. Parents Day is a time of invigorated energies and
jubilation at MCM. It is that time of the year when both parents and cadets are excited to cherish their mutual
achievements. This day carries special signiﬁcance in the calendar year. Preparations start getting afoot a
month prior to the actual date when it would be held. Responsibilities are dished out to every member of the
Faculty and the Cadets. The campus wears a completely unique shape. Nobody can be seen sitting idle or
without any task. This is how life in Military College Murree goes on. The commandant himself oversees many
projects, monitors the progress of preparations and if required issues instructions to guide the ofﬁcers. The Administration wing of the College starts
decorating and renovating the College on war footing. Within a short time of one month the College is ready to receive its guests.
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PARENTS DAY - MCM
PARENTS DAY

DATE

CHIEF GUEST

CHAMPION HOUSE

Reception of New Entry


Every year MCM receives new entries of Class VIII and XI (Lateral Entry). A well-organized reception committee receives the Cadets at the

college Main Gate. The new entrants along with their parents are sent to Houses for submission of documents and allotment of rooms in respective
houses. A welcome speech is given by the Commandant followed by a lavish lunch for the worthy guests.
PASSED OUT ENTRIES

1st Entry 2008 - 2010

Entry

Year

Cl

Total Strength

Passed out

XI

Date of
Joining
28 Aug 2008

1st

2008-2010

103

103

2nd

2009-2011

XI

12 Aug 2009

101

101

3rd

2010-2012

XI

17 Jul 2010

96

96

4th

2011-2013

XI

15 Sep 2011

94

94

th

5

2010-2014

IX

12 Jun 2010

104

87

6th

2011-2015

IX

5 May 2011

114

105

7th

2012-2016

IX

5 May 2012

92

89

8th

2012-2017

VIII

28 Apr 2012

(50+30+12=92)

89

9th

2013-2018

VIII

28 Apr 2013

96

89

Last Passed out Entry 2014-2019

Entry 2019-2024

Arrival Entry 2019-2024
www.mcm.edu.pk
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Send-off 2nd Year
A farewell cum send-off is given to the outgoing 2nd year class at the end of their tenure at MCM. The junior classes start preparing for the
farewell with the help of Drama Club one month prior. Different skits, National Songs and One- Act Plays are presented for the outgoing 2nd year. The
farewell ends with the dinner night followed by Commandant's address. In the end College Souvenirs are given as token of afﬁliation to Cadets.
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Investiture Ceremony
In order to nurture the requisite leadership attributes in the Cadets and to encourage their hardwork a system of awarding appointments is in vogue at
MCM. It is indeed a moment of pride for the Cadets. In this regard the 'Investiture Ceremony' is held at Kayani Auditorium where Cadets were
decorated with epaulettes by their Parents and Faculty. Parents are especially invited for this Ceremony to feel proud of their sons being awarded with
appointments.

www.mcm.edu.pk
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Himalians Visiting Abroad
Nepal
Every year MCM selects six deserving cadetts who performed remarkably well overall to participate in NCC youth exchange program Nepal. The
process of sorting out cadets is well scrutinized and organized at MCM and then sent to HRD Dte for ﬁnal approval. This visit is part of annual
orientation visit of cadets to various SAARC countries with aims of strengthening bilateral ties between the countries and their youth. These visits
provide great opportunity to the cadets to share and understand each other's culture, traditions, social norms and educational systems as well.
During this visit to Nepal cadets are taken to Kathmandu City, Army Head Quarters Kathmandu, Kurinatar, Nawalparasi and Lumbini. The Pakistani
team presents cultural show along with representation of Pakistan. Every year cadets from Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Singapore and Sri
Lanka regularly participate in this program.

Sri Lanka
Every year SAARC organizes a number of events to keep the youth hailing from different Asian countries in touch and at competition. In this regard
Hermann Loos and Desoysa competition is hosted by Sri Lanka every year. Pakistan being a part of SAARC participates in this competition with full
zeal and zest. For this purpose every year 2 cadets are selected on basis of their performance at MCM who not only represent their country on the
international level but also participate in different competitions as well.
2009

30

2014

2015
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2017

Azerbaijan
Apropos the meeting between CJCSC and Azerbaijan's Minister of Emergency Situation (MES) Col Gen Kemelladdin Heydarow a sponsored trip to
Azerbaijan was offered to Pakistani students in March 2016. In this regard every year a team of 4 cadets from MCM along with an ofﬁcer is sent to
Azerbaijan to compete in “Young Rescuer Course”. Students from Pakistan, Azerbaijan, Russia, Kazakhstan, Turkey, Bulgaria, Belarus, Georgia and
Romania participate in this competition held in Gabala. In the current year, Pakistani team secured top positions in two events i.e. Wall Newspaper
and Presentation competition while fourth position in “Search and Rescue Operation” In which eleven countries had participated in this competition. It
was a real nerve-testing and healthy competition where all students learnt a lot besides supporting each other through all phases of the hard tasks
given to them.
CADETS VISITING NEPAL
Year

2017
2018

C/NO
824
1191
1182

Name
HP Hasnaat Akhtar
Cadet Naseer Ahmed
AHP Afaq Khan

1181
974
953
1056
1015
1023

Cadet Haris Bashir
HP Umair Rashid
AHP Haseeb Ali Khan
Cadet Waseem Abbas
AHP Sohail Akmal
Cadet Faisla Sana

CADETS VISITING SRI LANKA
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

CADETS VISITING AZERBAIJAN
2018
2019

877
853
1050
1005
1009
1014

CP Muhammad Awais
Cadet Muhammad Asim
SS Muhammad Talha
SLS Awais Feroz
HP Rafaqat Naseem
HP Jamshaid Ahmed
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2016
2017
2018

C/NO
37
11
120
380
537
253
252
467
496
761
766
773
652
873
1188
944
1687
956
891

Name
Sports Secy Usama
HP Kifayat Ullah
Cadet Jawad Ali Bhatti
CP Shazef Ramzan
HP Mustafa Sajid
HP Sohail Zia
Cadet Fahad Munir
HP Ali Adeel Zafar
HP Muneer Ahmed Anjum
CP Talha younis
Cadet Hasham Mukhtar
CP Usman Shahid
Cadet Usman Bin Khalid
PLS Obaid Atta
Cadet Abu Bakar
MS Muhammad Uzair
HP Ahmed Malik
Cadet Waseem Ahmed
CP Hamza Nazir
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Educational Trips
MCM considers it very important to provide
a wholesome education to Cadets in every
sphere of life. The Cadets are given
exposure to the life from the very
beginning. In this connection trips to
different cities and places are very
signiﬁcant. Senior Cadets are given
opportunity to visit MCS, AM College and
EME College every year because they take
keen interest in the brieﬁngs about those
institutions. They are also given guided
tours to the class rooms, lecture halls,
training facilities, laboratories and libraries.
These trips have boosting effect on the
Himalians and provide a great source of
learning for them.
The juniors Cadets go accompanied by the House Masters and respective class instructors on visits. They go for hiking of Kashmir Point via 2800
Metre long track starting from Jhikka Gali. They also visit different sites like the Convention Centre, Pakistan Museum of Natural History, Faisal
Mosque and Lok Virsa.
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HIGH ACHIEVERS
BOARD POSITIONS BISE RAWALPINDI

College
No.
122
145
986
652
M.Akhtar

Name

Result

Group Position

M.Akhtar
HSSC-Pt-I 2010 Pre-Engr
Sana Ullah
HSSC-Pt-I 2010 ICS
M.Haseeb
HSSC-2016
ICS
Usama Bin Khalid
HSSC-2017
ICS

3rd
3rd
1st
2nd

Marks
476/520
438/510
987/1100
945/1100
M.Haseeb

Sana Ullah

MILITARY COLLEGE MURREE
HSSC Results
Exam
Total Appeared Passed

A+

A

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2015
2016
2017

104
101
96
94
87
105
89
88
89

32
43
12
24
8
21
24
44
24

62
48
65
55
40
49
46
40
38

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

93
105
86
76
87
90
86
69

81
88
71
74
84
84
84
59

11
17
13
2
2
4
2
9

Ser
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104
101
96
94
87
105
89
88
89
SSC Results
93
105
86
76
87
90
86
69
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HIGH ACHIEVERS
At PMA


Military College Murree is proud of extraordinary performance of its alumni who are a source of inspiration for all the cadets of the College.

Building up the legacy of distinction and honour, cadets of the College are displaying brilliant performance at PMA. Cadet Shazef Ramzan joined
rd

Military College Murree in the 3 MCM entry. Right from the outset, he displayed remarkably positive attitude and deep interest in curricular and cocurricular activities of the college. His academic and other training and physical results were par excellence. On the basis of his meritorious
performance at MCM, he was appointed as College Prefect. After joining Pakistan Military Academy he continued his hard work and outclassed the
entire 130 PMA Long Course with his terriﬁc performance. He got the illustrious appointment of Academy Senior Under Ofﬁcer and passed out from
the Academy with the distinctive prestige of getting Sword of Honour, the most coveted award at Pakistan Military Academy Kakul. The illustrious
journey of MCM alumni does not end here as in 136 L/C the Himalayans achieved a remarkable feat by clinching maximum number of academy,
battalion and company appointments.

Appt

GC Name

Coy

Bn

Shazef Ramzan
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AT FOREIGN ACADEMIES
The alumni of MCM have always been a source of pride for their alma mater. The Cadet who joined various ﬁelds after getting equipped at MCM with
the requisite leadership traits, have proved their mettle in practical life. Our alumni have brought laurels for their College by performing exceptionally
good in various ﬁelds. The performance of our Cadets at PMA has always been commendable and their selection for various foreign military
academies speaks volumes about their excellent grooming at the College. Gentleman Cadet Saad Hamayun, 131 PMA Long Course was ﬁrst
Himalian who proceeded to United State Military Academy, West point. Gentleman Cadet Abdul Mueez Majid 132 PMA Long Course and Gentleman
Cadet Usman Iftikhar 134 PMA Long Course went to Royal Military College Australia, Gentleman Cadet Haris, 133 PMA Long Coursejoined United
State Military Academy, West point, Gentleman Cadet Ali Adeel Zafar, 136 PMA Long Course is at Turkish Military Academy, and Gentleman Cadet
Irfan Haider PMA Long Course completed his training at Brazil Military Academy. We wish them best of luck in their future pursuits.

C/NO
394
544
625
601
537
266
216
467
761
633

NAME
Saad Hamayum
Abdul Mueez Majid
Khalil Arshad
Haris Hassan
Mustafa Sajid
M. Usman Iftikhar
Irfan Haider
Ali Adeel Zafar
Talha Younas Khan
Muhammad Ali
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COURSE
131 L/C
132 L/C
132 L/C
133 L/C
133 L/C
134 L/C
136 L/C
136 L/C
138 L/C
140 L/C

ACADEMY
UMA/USA
RMC/Australia
GMA/Germany
UMA/USA
RMC/Australia
RMC/Australia
MAB/Brazil
TMA/Turkey
RMA/England
RMA/England

YEAR
13-17
14-16
14-16
15-19
15-16
16-17
16-17
16-21
18-19
19-20
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ADMISSION POLICY

8th Class. For induction in 8th class, distribution of marks for admission is appended below:-

Ser
1.
2.
3.
4.

Test
Written Test (English, Urdu/ Islamiyat,
Maths /General Science)
Interview
Intelligence Test by PA Directorate Rep
Medical Exam

Total Marks
300 Marks (3 x Papers 100 Marks each)
100 Marks
MH/CMH

5.
Age Limit; 12-14 as on 1st July of entry year
st
st
Lateral Entry 1 Year Class.For induction in 1 year class, distribution of marks for admission is appended below:Ser
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Test
Total Marks
W ritten Test (English, Maths, Physics,
200 Marks (4 x Papers 50 Marks each)
Chemistry)
Interview
100 Marks
Intelligence Test by PA Directorate Rep
Medical Exam
MH/CMH
Age Limit; 15-17 as on 1 st Apr of entry year
W eightage of Marks; (a) Matric (9 th Class-40%) (b) W ritten Test-35% (c) Interview-25%

Application for admission must be submitted on the prescribed Admission Form attached with the Prospectus. Prospectus and Forms are available
with the College or can be downloaded from College website www.mcm.edu.pk. Entries in the Application Form must be ﬁlled with correct
information. All entries will be veriﬁed. Any false information detected at any later stage during the candidate's stay at MCM will subject to disciplinary
action / expulsion, along with the payment of training charges.
The Application Form must be accompanied by four self-addressed envelopes (4”x9” size). Last date for the submission of application is advertised
through newspapers and the website.Candidates appearing for class XI must attach attested photocopy of IX / X Detailed Marks Certiﬁcate (DMC).
Selection Procedure. Selection is based on the following:Written Test
Intelligence Test
Interview
Medical Examination in CMH / MH.
Written Test is conducted at the following stations:Class VIII
Punjab. MCM, Rawalpindi, Sargodha,
Jhelum, Sialkot, Lahore, Multan.
Sindh. Karachi, Hyderabad, Pano Aqil
K P K. Peshawar, Abbottabad
Balochistan. Quetta
Gilgit Baltistan. Gilgit
AJ&K. Muzaffarabad
Class XI
MCM, Peshawar, Rawalpindi, Jhelum, Lahore, Multan, Karachi and Quetta.
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DIRECTORY
Appointment

Ofﬁce

Residence

Deputy Commandant

Army - 8021-33506

Army - 8021-33507

Helpline GSO-II (Induction)

Army - 8021-33550

Army - 8021-33551

Exchange

Army - 8021-33527
Army - 8021-33528
Civil - 051-3752010, 3752011

Fax

Army - 8021-33580-33581

E-mail

militarycollegemurree@gmail.com

Website

www.mcm.edu.pk
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